Abstract. Amorphous and crystalline (rhombohedral structure with [111] growth direction) boron nanobelts were synthesized by the vapor-liquid-solid technique. Their structure and chemical compositions were studied by various electron and atomic force microscopy techniques. Most amorphous and crystalline belts have a width to thickness ratio of 2 and are covered with a layer of amorphous silicon oxide. The crystalline belt cores are defect-free single crystals. Gold catalyst thickness and synthesis temperature are the two prominent parameters determining structure of the synthesized nanobelts. The elastic modulus and hardness were measured using nanoindentation and atomic force microscopy three-point bending techniques. The indentation elastic modulus and hardness were measured to be 92.8±4.5 GPa and 8.4±0.6 GPa for amorphous belts, and 72.7±3.9 GPa and 6.8±0.6 GPa for crystalline ones, respectively. The three-point bending elastic moduli were found to be 87.8±3.5 GPa and 72.2±2.4 GPa for amorphous and crystalline, respectively. The measured mechanical properties are 4-5 times lower than those of the counterpart bulk materials.
Introduction
Boron, one spot left to carbon in the Periodic Table, is a unique element with three-electrondeficient in nature [1] [2] [3] . It tends to form unique three-centered covalent bonds with a shorter radius that induce several icosahedral cluster-based crystalline structures, such as α-and β-rhombohedral boron, and α-tetragonal boron. The crystal structure diversity of boron renders it to be one of the most fascinating materials with a variety of superior properties. As is well known, bulk form boron has a high melting temperature near 2300° C, high elastic modulus (380-400 GPa) [4, 5] and high hardness (Knoop: 2160-2900 kg/mm 2 or 21.2-28.4 GPa) close to that of diamond. It also has low moderate oxidation resistance, interesting optical and electrical properties, and low thermal conductivity [2] .
Stimulated by these intriguing properties of bulk boron, researchers have made great effort in synthesizing one dimensional (1D) boron nanomaterials utilizing a variety of techniques, such as radio-frequency magnetron sputtering [6] , chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [7, 8] , laser ablation technique [9] [10] [11] , and carbothermal reactions [12, 13] . Such 1D boron nanomaterials are expected to possess various bulk properties, and they may serve as nanobuilding blocks for the next generation sensors, electric devices, vacuum microelectronics, nano/microelectromechanical systems (NEMS/MEMS) and other high-temperature electronics. They also have the promise to be used in applications such as nanocomposites where they may work as excellent strengtheners, imparting stiffness, toughness, and strength.
Another impetus in synthesizing 1D boron nanomaterials is to manufacture superconducting 1D MgB 2 nanostructures. Since the discovery of superconducting MgB 2 , there has been great interest in direct synthesis of 1D MgB 2 nanomaterials. However, direct synthesis still faces great challenges and the only available route so far to achieve MgB 2 nanowires is to diffuse Mg into pure boron nanowires [14, 15] . During such an ex situ process, boron nanowires serve as the precursor for the MgB 2 nanowires to be formed via Mg diffusion. Therefore, to grow boron nanowires is a prerequisite in order to obtain superconducting MgB 2 nanowires [7] . As compared with other 1D nanomaterial systems, such as carbon [16, 17] , ZnO [18] [19] [20] [21] and GaN [22] [23] [24] , physical properties of 1D boron nanomaterials and especially their mechanical properties have rarely been studied. In order to integrate 1D boron nanomaterials into functional nanodevices, their mechanical properties and structural integrity are of paramount importance. Mechanical failures that occur at the nanobuilding block interfaces may cause malfunction or even break down of the entire nanodevices [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Therefore, a precise measurement of the mechanical properties of nanostructures is greatly needed.
In this study, amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts were first synthesized by CVD via a vapor-liquid-solid mechanism. Their structure and compositions were then characterized by electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy techniques. Nanoindentation experiments were performed directly on individual belts to measure their mechanical properties, such as the elastic modulus and hardness, and to study indentation deformation behavior. In addition, three-point bending tests were also performed on individual nanobelts to study their elastic moduli using atomic force microscopy techniques.
Experimental Details
Nanobelt Synthesis and Characterization. The synthesis of both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts was carried out in a torch-sealed quartz tube heated in a three-zone horizontal tube furnace [31] . Boron, silicon and iodine powders (weight ratio 40:1:1) were mixed, compacted, and loaded into a smaller quartz boat, and then placed to one end of a quartz tube (3/4 inch in diameter) as source materials. Two long stripes of single crystal Si (100) substrate, sputter-coated with 20 and 3 nm thick gold (for amorphous and crystalline nanobelts, respectively), were positioned at the other end of the quartz tube. The quartz tube was torchsealed with a base pressure of 5 mTorr, and then was loaded into the tube furnace with the source materials position at the center of the furnace. The average heating rate was 45 o C/min. Once the temperature was raised to 1150 o C, the furnace was held for 20 min for substrate with 20 nm gold catalyst for amorphous nanobelts and 115 min for substrate with 3 nm gold catalyst for crystalline nanobelts. After holding at 1150 o C for the desired growth time, the torch sealed quartz tube was pulled out from the furnace and cooled in air to room temperature. The morphology and chemical composition analyses of the as-synthesized boron nanomaterials were performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H-8000), high resolution (HR) TEM (Titan 80-300 TEM), EDX and parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy (TEM-EDX/PEELS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM, DI 3100, Veeco Metrology Group). The grown boron nanomaterials were detached from the substrate into high-purity methanol solvent to form nanomaterial suspension by sonicating for 15-30 seconds. TEM and HRTEM samples were prepared by dropping ~10 µl suspension onto lacy Cu TEM grids. Nanoindentation. A Hysitron Triboscope nanoindenter (Hysitron, Inc.) with in situ scanning capability was used to perform nanoindentation tests directly on individual nanobelts. The nanoindenter monitored and recorded the load and displacement of the three-sided pyramidal diamond (Berkovich) indenter during indentation with a force resolution of about 1 nN and a displacement resolution of about 0.2 nm [29, 30] . The indenter tip was used to locate and image individual boron nanobelts. By adjusting the trace and retrace profiles, the scanned area can be gradually decreased to final 1-3 nm 2 , with the center of the nanobelt high profile located in the center. After the image stabilized, an indentation was made on the nanobelt in situ using the same diamond indenter and the impression was then imaged with the same tip as well. Post-test imaging provides the ability to verify if the test was performed in the anticipated location, which maximizes the reliability of data and aids in explanation of unexpected test results. Hardness and elastic modulus were calculated from the load displacement data obtained by nanoindentation using the well-accepted Oliver-Pharr method [32] . In order to compensate the indenter geometry effect due to wear in service on the measurement accuracy, tip geometry calibration or area function calibration was carefully carried out, on a regular basis, on a standard quartz plate with known elastic modulus and hardness of 69.8 and 9.09 GPa. Furthermore, before each nanoindentation test, the thermal drift was automatically tracked and recorded by means of introducing the nanoindenter in touch with the top surface of the sample with minimum contact load. All the nanoindentation tests were performed when the thermal drift or vibration induced mechanical drift dropped to 0.01 nm/s. The load displacement curves were obtained by subtracting the drift effect for hardness and elastic modulus analyses. The details of the nanoindentation theories can be found elsewhere [29, 30, 32] .
AFM Three-point Bending. A Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM was used to perform three-point bending tests on both amorphous and crystalline nanobelts by directly indenting the center of a suspended single nanobelt with a diamond tip having a known spring constant of 195 N/m. Both types of nanobelts were bridged over the 1µm wide trenches via dropping the above solution onto a standard AFM 3D reference sample (3D reference, Veeco Metrology Group). The detailed procedures can be found in other publications [18, 22, 33] .
Results and Discussion
Morphology, Chemical and Structural Characterization. The structure and morphology of both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts are illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a presents typical low and high (insert) magnification SEM images, showing a dense and thick film of boron nanobelts on a silicon (100) substrate sputter coated with 20 nm gold catalyst. These nanobelts were collected at a temperature zone of 1050-1075 o C, which is around 75 o C lower than the maximum holding temperature of 1150 o C. Although the synthesizing temperature is higher than 1100 o C and the sample was quenched in air, crystalline boron nanobelts were not achieved on a large potion of the substrate, except at the higher temperature zone of around 1100 o C. This experiment proved that in addition to the high cooling rate, a temperature gradient is another important factor to achieve crystalline structure in boron nanobelts. Crystalline boron nanobelts were also obtained on a silicon (100) substrate with thinner (3 nm) gold catalyst, at a temperature zone of 1100 o C, which is only 50 o C lower than the maximum holding temperature of 1150 o C. As compared to the thicker catalyst, shown in Fig. 1a , the thinner catalyst results in less denser nanobelts as shown in Fig. 1d. Figs. 1e and 1f are low and high magnification TEM bright-field images of the crystalline nanobelts. SAD pattern (insert in Fig.  1e) indicates that the as-synthesized boron nanobelts are single crystal with the rhombohedral structure (space group
The morphological characteristics of both amorphous and crystalline nanobelts were also confirmed by AFM, as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b , respectively. The AFM section analysis shows that most studied amorphous nanobelts are in the range of 100-400 nm high and 200-800 nm wide with a width to height ratio close to 2. For crystalline boron nanobelts, the size shrinks to 50-200 nm high and 100-400 nm wide with almost the same width to height ratio as the amorphous nanobelts. For both amorphous and crystalline cases, in addition to belt-like morphology, small numbers of wires were occasionally observed as well.
In order to qualitatively characterize their chemical compositions, HRTEM-EDX and PEELS studies were also performed on both amorphous and crystalline nanobelts and the results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. For amorphous nanobelts, the EDX result in Fig. 3a clearly shows that there is a strong boron peak, together with a strong silicon peak and a weak oxygen peak. The inserts in Fig. 3a are a TEM image, which shows the area where the EDX was collected from, and the corresponding SAD pattern, which confirms the amorphous nature. To eliminate the side effect from the TEM copper grid on the chemical composition analysis, EDX analysis was also carried out on the adjacent carbon film and the result is shown in Fig. 3b . As compared with Fig. 3a , one can firmly conclude that the as-synthesized amorphous nanobelts consist of boron, silicon and oxygen, in which oxygen and silicon exist as a thin layer oxide covering the boron core. The PEELS spectra shown in Fig. 3c also confirm the presence of boron. Similar EDX and PEELS results were also obtained from crystalline boron nanobelts, as shown in Figs. 4c, 4d and 4e . The atomic lattice of a crystalline nanobelt is revealed in the HRTEM image shown in Fig. 4a . The insert in Fig. 4a is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) image. The crystalline boron core is covered by a layer of amorphous silicon oxide with a thickness variation up to a few nanometers. The SAD pattern shown in Fig. 4b agrees well with the above conclusion about the rhombohedral lattice structure. These crystalline boron nanobelts have a growth direction along [111] , and the measured distance between (111) lattice planes is 8.2 Å. The strips around the diffraction spots are believed to be due to the fine lattice structure, and this further resulted in the extended boron peak as one can see on both PEELS spectra. The formation of the silicon oxide layer, which covers the boron nanobelts, can be understood on the basis of Si and O vapor pressure levels [31] . At the early stage of synthesis, the gold Fig. 3 . TEM/EDX spectra from (a) amorphous boron nanobelts (inserts are a TEM image and the SAD), and (b) adjacent carbon film on Cu grid. (c) PEELS spectrum.
form small islands and absorbs mainly boron atoms to initiate the growth of boron nanobelts. As the growth proceeds, the vapor pressures of both Si and O continue to increase reaching a threshold value, and thus simultaneously trigger the formation of a thin layer of silicon oxide on the boron belt surface.
Elastic Modulus and Hardness Measured by Nanoindentation. Representative loaddisplacement curves and indentation impressions on both amorphous and crystalline nanobelts are illustrated in Fig. 5 . For indentation studies of both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts, two different loading schemes, shown as inserts in Figures 5a and 5b , were employed. A peak indentation load of 150 µN was applied to the indenter with and without a peak load-holding segment of 4 seconds. Both loading and unloading rates were kept the same at 25 µN/s. As shown in Figures 5a, for amorphous boron nanobelts, a certain amount of permanent deformation (~8nm) was generated at room temperature after the peak indentation load was removed. This fact indicates that both types of boron nanobelts show ductile characteristic at room temperature. Figs. 5c and 5d show the indent marks made on the amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts, respectively, at a higher indentation load of 400 µN. Moreover, when the peak indentation load was removed after holding for 4 seconds, a larger amount of permanent deformation (around 11 nm) was observed for both amorphous and crystalline belts as shown in Fig. 5b. Furthermore, Fig. 5b also shows that for both types of belts there is almost negligible amount of creep (less than 2 nm) generated during the holding segment of 4 seconds at the peak indentation. This phenomenon indicates that both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts have better room temperature creep resistant than ZnS and ZnO nanomaterial systems [33, 18] and hence may work as excellent nanobuilding blocks and interconnects, where room temperature creep is critical. For all nanoindentation tests, the maximum indentation depth was strictly controlled to about 30% of the thickness of each studied nanobelt. By doing this, both the substrate effect and the surface oxide layer effect on elastic modulus and hardness were kept to a minimum.
The measured elastic modulus and hardness of both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts as a function of contact depth are shown in Fig. 6a . The elastic modulus of amorphous boron nanobelts is 92.8±4.5 GPa, whereas that of crystalline ones is 72.7±3.9 GPa. It is very clear that the elastic modulus for both amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts are much lower (4 times) than that of counterpart bulk materials, which is 380~400 GPa [4, 5] . The low elastic modulus, as compared to the counterpart bulk materials, was also observed in other 1D nanomaterials, such as ZnO [18, 20] , ZnS [34] and GaN [22] . As shown in Fig. 6b , the average hardness values for amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts are 8.4±0.6 GPa and 6.8±0.6 GPa, which are 2.5 and 3.1 times lower than that of bulk boron, respectively.
Elastic Modulus Measured by AFM Three-point Bending. In order to make comparable studies between the mechanical properties obtained through different testing methods, AFM three-point bending tests were also carried out on both types of boron nanobelts, and the results are depicted in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7a shows a typical loading-unloading curve in terms of AFM applied force (nN) and piezo position along z direction, obtained from a typical suspended crystalline nanobelt under a nominal applied force of 2 Volts. It should be noted that the measured total deflection (d t ) consists of the deflection from the cantilever (d c ) and the deflection from the nanobelt (d n ). The real applied load (µN) and nanobelt deflection (nm) curve can be further obtained by subtracting the deflection of the cantilever (d c ) from the total measured deflection (d t ), and by multiplying the cantilever spring constant (195 N/m) with the recorded applied force in nN. Fig. 7b shows such curves between AFM applied load and net deflection of a single nanobelt of both amorphous and crystalline. It is clear that the AFM applied load and nanobelt deflection keeps very good linear relationship within the applied load of 60 µN.
In order to extract the bending elastic modulus of both amorphous and crystalline nanobelts, the spring constant of each nanobelt has to be known. The spring constant of a nanobelt ( n k ) is defined as the slope of the initial linear potion of the AFM applied load and nanobelt deflection curve. According to the linear elastic theory of an isotropic material, the elastic modulus of a nanobelt, n E , can be calculated from Eq. 1 [25] 
where I is the moment of inertia. For a rectangle shape nanobelt, 12 / 3 bh I = , where b and h are the width and height of the nanobelt, respectively. L is the suspended length of the nanobelt and F is the applied load at its mid-point position.
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is the spring constant of the nanobelt. The bending elastic modulus of both amorphous and crystalline boron belts are shown in Fig. 7c and are measured to be 87.8±3.5 GPa and 72.2±2.4 GPa, respectively, which are slightly lower than the corresponding nanoindentation ones as illustrated in Fig. 7d and Table 1 . These measured mechanical properties, much lower than that of counterpart bulk material, will be very critical to the manufacturing of various nanodevices when boron nanobelts are used as building blocks or interconnects, since mechanical properties of bulk boron cannot be directly transferred to the 1D boron nanomaterials. 
Conclusions
In summary, we have synthesized amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts using a vapor-liquidsolid technique. Both amorphous and crystalline belts have a width to thickness ratio of 2 and are covered with a layer of amorphous silicon oxide. The crystalline belt cores are defect-free single crystals of the rhombohedral structure with the belt growth direction in the [111] orientation. Gold catalyst thickness and synthesis temperature are the two prominent parameters determining the structure of the synthesized nanobelts (amorphous or crystalline). The elastic modulus and hardness for amorphous and crystalline boron nanobelts obtained from both nanoindentation and AFM three point bending agree well with each other, but are found to be much lower than those of bulk boron.
